Abstract: Given a video sequence acquired from a fixed camera, the stationary background generation problem consists of generating a unique image estimating the stationary background of the sequence. During the IEEE Scene Background Modeling Contest (SBMC) organized in 2016, we presented the LaBGen-P method. In short, this method relies on a motion detection algorithm for selecting, for each pixel location, a given amount of pixel intensities that are most likely static by keeping the ones with the smallest quantities of motion. These quantities are estimated by aggregating the motion scores returned by the motion detection algorithm in the spatial neighborhood of the pixel. After this selection process, the background image is then generated by blending the selected intensities with a median filter. In our previous works, we showed that using a temporally-memoryless motion detection, detecting motion between two frames without relying on additional temporal information, leads our method to achieve the best performance. In this work, we go one step further by developing LaBGen-P-Semantic, a variant of LaBGen-P, the motion detection step of which is built on the current frame only by using semantic segmentation. For this purpose, two intra-frame motion detection algorithms, detecting motion from a unique frame, are presented and compared. Our experiments, carried out on the Scene Background Initialization (SBI) and SceneBackgroundModeling.NET (SBMnet) datasets, show that leveraging semantic segmentation improves the robustness against intermittent motions, background motions and very short video sequences, which are among the main challenges in the background generation field. Moreover, our results confirm that using an intra-frame motion detection is an appropriate choice for our method and paves the way for more techniques based on semantic segmentation.
Introduction
Given a video sequence acquired from a fixed camera, the stationary background generation problem (also known as background initialization, background estimation, background extraction or background reconstruction) consists of generating a unique image estimating the stationary background of the sequence (i.e., the set of objects that are motionless from beginning to end). The generation of a background image is helpful for many computer vision tasks including video surveillance, segmentation, compression, inpainting, privacy protection and computational photography [1] .
Estimating the stationary background of a given video sequence is challenging in real-world conditions. For instance, a simple method such as the pixel-wise temporal median filter fails at generating a clean background image when the background is occluded by foreground objects more than half of the time. To tackle the different difficulties occurring in complex scenes (e.g., intermittent motions, camera jitter, illumination changes, shadows, etc.), more sophisticated methods have emerged over the years (see [1] [2] [3] for some comprehensive surveys on this topic). Among these methods, we have presented LaBGen [4, 5] , which was ranked number one during the Scene Background Modeling and Initialization (SBMI) workshop in 2015 (http://sbmi2015.na.icar.cnr.it) and the IEEE Scene Background Modeling Contest (SBMC) in 2016 (http://pione.dinf.usherbrooke.ca/sbmc2016); and LaBGen-P [6] , an improvement to LaBGen (http://www.telecom.ulg.ac.be/labgen). To summarize the principles in short, LaBGen-P relies on a motion detection algorithm for selecting, for each pixel location, a given amount of pixel intensities that are most likely static by keeping the ones with the smallest quantities of motion. The quantities of motion are estimated by aggregating the motion scores returned by the motion detection algorithm in the spatial neighborhood of the pixel. After this selection process, the background image is then generated by blending the selected intensities with a median filter.
In a previous work, we have shown experimentally that, using a temporally-memoryless motion detection, detecting motion between two frames without relying on additional temporal information (e.g., by using the frame difference, or an optical flow) enables our background generation methods to achieve the best average performance [7] . In addition, we led an experiment suggesting that, as long as we increase the amount of temporal memory used by a simple motion detector, the average performance of our methods decreases. This observation motivates us to deepen the question of temporally-memoryless motion detections for background generation.
In 2017, Braham et al. introduced a new paradigm for motion detection combining a background subtraction algorithm to an intra-frame motion detection algorithm built on the current frame only by using semantic segmentation [8] . A semantic segmentation algorithm (also known as object segmentation, scene parsing and scene labeling) is trained to recognize a restricted set of objects from spatial features and returns a vector of scores for each pixel of a given frame. In such a vector, each score is associated with a specific object class and quantifies the membership to this class (see Figure 1 ). When the vector of scores is replaced by the name of the object class with the largest score, one obtains semantic segmentation maps, indicating for each pixel the object depicted by its intensity (see Figure 2 ). To perform an intra-frame motion detection, after mapping the vector of scores to a vector of probabilities, Braham et al. suggest to aggregate the resulting probabilities by summing the ones associated with object classes that one considers as belonging to the foreground. With the rise of deep learning in recent years, semantic segmentation algorithms have reached impressive accuracies on complex datasets (see http://sceneparsing.csail.mit.edu). Furthermore, by relying on spatial features only, we believe that using semantic segmentation for background generation can improve, in addition to the global performance, the robustness against intermittent motion misdetections, which is one of the main challenges in the field [3] . Therefore, in this paper, we describe how to leverage semantic segmentation for background generation in a variant of LaBGen-P, called LaBGen-P-Semantic. For this purpose, we replace the mechanism of aggregation of probabilities of Braham et al. by incorporating it in a Bayesian framework and propose two different intra-frame motion detection algorithms built upon semantic segmentation and based on different hypotheses. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the principles of LaBGen-P. Section 3 presents our two new intra-frame motion detection algorithms leveraging semantic segmentation and how they are included in LaBGen-P-Semantic. Section 4 describes our experiments and discusses our results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
The LaBGen-P Stationary Background Generation Method
Given an input video sequence composed of T > 1 frames F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F T , with a width w > 0 and a height h > 0, LaBGen-P [6] generates an image of size w × h, estimating the stationary background B of this sequence. LaBGen-P, which is an improvement of the original LaBGen method [4, 5] , is comprised of four steps. First, the motion detection step computes, for each pixel, a motion score by leveraging a motion detection algorithm (see Section 2.1). Then, the estimation step refines the result of the previous one by computing quantities of motion combining the motion scores spatially (see Section 2.2). Once the estimation step is done, the selection step builds, for each pixel location, a subset of a given amount of pixel intensities whose pixels are associated with the smallest quantities of motion (see Section 2.3). Finally, the generation step produces the background image by combining the pixel intensities selected in the different subsets built during the selection step. This combination is performed by applying a median filter on the pixel intensities selected in the subsets (see Section 2.4). Thus, unlike a traditional median filter combining all pixel intensities encountered over time, LaBGen-P combines only the ones that most likely belong to the background. The four steps of LaBGen-P are detailed hereafter.
Step 1: Motion Detection Step
In order to get quantities of motion, it is necessary to detect motion first. For this purpose, we challenged the contribution of several background subtraction algorithms with LaBGen [5] , the method on which LaBGen-P is based. For a given frame F t , with t = 2, 3, . . . , T, they provide a segmentation map indicating which pixels belong to the foreground by using a classification process based on the comparison between a background model and the frame F t . The background model can be based either on statistics [10] , subspace learning [11] , robust decomposition into low-rank plus sparse matrices [12] , or tensors [13] , or fuzzy models [14] (see [15] for a comprehensive review on background subtraction). Note that the first frame is skipped as no motion information can be extracted from a unique frame when (spatio-)temporal features are used. According to our previous experiments [5] , the frame difference algorithm provides the most adequate motion detection, and it outperforms other, more complex, background subtraction algorithms. Therefore, we decided to use this algorithm in LaBGen-P. For a given pixel, it returns a motion score by computing the absolute difference of pixel intensities between the current and previous frames. Let p t x,y , with x = 0, 1, . . . , w − 1 and y = 0, 1, . . . , h − 1, the pixel at position (x, y) in frame F t ; I t x,y the intensity of this pixel; and m t x,y the motion score associated with this pixel, it follows that:
To get a binary classification indicating whether the pixel p t x,y belongs to the foreground in frame F t , a hard threshold must be applied on the motion score m t x,y . Instead of leveraging segmentation maps, we leverage motion maps in LaBGen-P. A motion map m t provides the motion scores associated with the pixels in a frame F t . Working with motion maps avoids the need to find a correct hard threshold and enables the method to capture some shades about observed motions. The difference between a segmentation map and a motion map is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
Step 2: Estimation Step
Instead of relying only on temporal information for motion detection, LaBGen-P refines the motion scores computed during the previous step by estimating a quantity of motion q t x,y for each pixel p t x,y in frame F t , with t = 2, 3, . . . , T. Specifically, a quantity of motion q t x,y is estimated spatially by aggregating the motion scores available in the local neighborhood of pixel p t x,y . The need for such an estimation can be illustrated with a simple example. With an algorithm such as the frame difference, the inside of a moving object is detected as stationary, unlike its edges (this phenomenon can be observed in the motion map of Figure 3 ). Thus, if quantities of motion were equivalent to motion scores (if q t x,y = m t x,y ), the pixels within a moving object should be considered as background candidates since their quantities of motion would be near or equal to zero. To avoid such a behavior, a quantity of motion q t x,y is estimated as follows. Let Ψ x,y be a set of pixel positions inside a rectangular window around (x, y). Given a frame F t , the quantity of motion q t x,y associated with the pixel p t x,y aggregates the motion scores of the pixels whose positions are included in the set Ψ x,y by summing them:
The size of the rectangular window is determined by an odd value W, which is a function of the dimensions w and h of the input video sequence, and a parameter N ∈ N * . More precisely, the parameter N divides the minimum dimension of the input video sequence such that:
Note that N = ∞ is a special case in which the estimation step is ignored and, thus, where a quantity of motion q t x,y is equal to the motion score m t x,y .
When a square window of dimensions W × W can be centered on pixel position (x, y) without exceeding the borders of the image plane, the positions inside this window are included into the set Ψ x,y . On the contrary, the boundaries of the window are modified to consider only the positions that are not outside the limits of the image plane. Thus, the set Ψ x,y is defined as follows:
The difference between motion scores and quantities of motion is illustrated in Figure 4 . Finally, it should be noted that, when implemented, the computation of the quantities of motion can be sped up by using summed area tables [16] . After an initialization phase whose complexity is O (wh), a summed area table enables one to compute any quantity of motion in a constant time O (1), regardless of the position and size of the window being used.
Step 3: Selection Step
Once the quantities of motion are computed, the purpose of the selection step is to filter out the pixel intensities depicting moving objects over time. In other words, LaBGen-P builds, for each pixel position (x, y), a subset Ω x,y of maximum S ∈ N * intensities among the set of candidates
x,y , I 3 x,y , . . . , I T x,y , according to the quantities of motion q 2 x,y , q 3 x,y , . . . , q T x,y . The selection step builds the subset Ω x,y iteratively. The subset of pixel intensities selected after processing the frame F t is referred to as Ω t x,y . When the cardinality of the subset Ω t−1 x,y is less than the parameter S, the pixel intensity I t x,y is automatically added into Ω t x,y . Otherwise, I t x,y is added into Ω t x,y when the quantity of motion q t x,y is less than at least one quantity of motion associated with a pixel whose intensity is selected in Ω t−1 x,y . In this case, to keep the cardinality of Ω t x,y equal to the parameter S, the pixel intensity I β x,y selected in Ω t−1 x,y , and whose pixel is associated with the largest quantity of motion q β x,y , is removed from Ω t x,y . With such a rule, the intensities whose pixels are considered in motion are iteratively replaced with ones whose pixels are considered as belonging to the background of the input video sequence. Note that if two or more intensities selected in Ω t−1 x,y are associated with pixels sharing the quantity of motion q β x,y , the oldest selection is discarded. The selection step is summarized in the following equation:
for t = 2, 3, . . . , S + 1,
After processing the last frame F T , the selection step is completed. Consequently, the final subset of pixel intensities Ω x,y corresponding to pixel position (x, y) is defined as follows:
Step 4: Generation Step
After the selection step, the final step aims at generating the background image returned by LaBGen-P. Its principle is to combine, for each pixel position, the intensities selected in the corresponding subset of pixel intensities using a channel-wise median filter. Depending on the application, a first estimate of the background image might be required as soon as possible. Thus, the generation step can be run either in an online or offline mode, whose principles are the following:
•
Online mode: A background image B t is generated after the processing of each frame F t , starting from the second one. Consequently, the channel-wise median filter is applied on each intermediate subset of intensities Ω t x,y . Thus, the background intensity B t x,y corresponding to pixel position (x, y) after the processing of frame F t is generated as follows:
• Offline mode: A unique background image B = B T is generated after processing the final frame F T . The background intensity B x,y corresponding to pixel position (x, y) is generated as follows:
Even though only the subset of intensities Ω x,y is used in this mode, building all intermediate subsets Ω t x,y , with t = 2, 3, . . . , T − 1, in the estimation step is necessary to build Ω x,y iteratively. Note that using the offline mode offers a better computational performance as the generation step is applied only after a unique frame. In return, one has to wait for the end of the processing of the whole input video sequence to get a background estimate.
LaBGen-P-Semantic: The First Background Generation Method Leveraging Semantics
Hereafter, we present LaBGen-P-Semantic, a variant of LaBGen-P (see Section 2) leveraging semantic segmentation in the motion detection step. We consider a semantic segmentation algorithm trained to recognize N distinct object classes o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o N , and returning a N-dimensional vector of scores s t x,y = s t x,y (1) , s t x,y (2) , . . . , s t x,y (N) for a given pixel p t x,y . Specifically, a value s t x,y (i) ∈ R, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , N, provides the score that the object depicted in p t x,y is o i . The problem with relying on such an algorithm for detecting motion is to figure out how to get a unique motion score m t x,y from the vector of scores s t x,y . First, it is common to map the vector of scores s t x,y to a vector u t x,y = u t x,y (1) , u t x,y (2) , . . . , u t x,y (N) by using the softmax function:
which ensures that the values u t x,y are inside the [0, 1] interval and their sum is equal to one. Subsequently, a value u t x,y (i) can be interpreted as a probability of belonging to the associated object class o i . Then, to get the motion score m t x,y , Braham et al. suggest to compute the probability that p t x,y belongs to the foreground by combining with a sum the probabilities in u t x,y that one considers associated with objects in motion [8] . However, in addition to the fact that one has to choose manually which object classes correspond to foreground objects, the combination of probabilities proposed by Braham et al. can be done more accurately using a Bayesian framework. More precisely, we introduce the following ideas:
• Two new intra-frame methods, based on different hypotheses, to get a motion score m t x,y from a vector of scores s t x,y . The first, referred to as the complete vector (CV) method, estimates the probability that p t x,y belongs to the foreground, given the complete vector of scores s t x,y , using a Bayesian framework. The second, referred to as the most probable (MP) method, estimates the same probability, given the most probable object class (i.e., the object class with the largest score in s t x,y ).
• Along with our two methods, we provide a solution to estimate the probability to observe foreground, given an object class, from a dataset of video sequences provided with a motion ground-truth (i.e., a set of annotations indicating for each pixel whether it belongs to the foreground or background).
Note that, as no temporal feature is used in the motion detection step of LaBGen-P-Semantic, it is not necessary to skip the first frame of the input video sequence.
Motion Score Estimation from the Complete Vector of Scores
For any pixel p, let s ∈ R N be a vector of scores returned by a semantic segmentation algorithm; S be a N-dimensional random vector whose possible outcomes are R N ; G be a random variable whose possible outcomes are {bg, fg} such that G = bg (resp. G = fg) means that p belongs to the background (resp. foreground); and O be a random variable whose possible outcomes are {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o N } such that O = o i means that the real object class associated with p is o i . In LaBGen-P-Semantic, when leveraging the complete vector (CV) method, we define the motion score m associated with a pixel p as the probability P (G = fg | S = s ) that p belongs to the foreground, given its corresponding vector of scores s. Thus, we have:
In order to go further, it is necessary to discuss the relationship between the random vector S and the random variable G, conditional on the knowledge of the random variable O. Let us consider the case in which the real object class o is a car. Clearly, as the input of the semantic segmentation algorithm is an image, the returned vector of scores s may depend on the whole content of the image. Thus, s may depend not only on the appearance of the car, but also on the surrounding objects.
•
The appearance depends on the type of car (shape, color), on the relative orientation of the car with respect to the camera, on the lighting conditions, and so on. Because the type of car could influence s, the random vector S and variable G may be dependent, even when the real object class o is known: a very old car is more likely to be in a museum and, therefore, motionless. However, we believe that such particular cases are rare, so that neglecting this kind of relationship between S and G is reasonable. Moreover, this difficulty is related to a particular semantic segmentation algorithm as it originates from the fact that all types of cars are within the same object class.
• Concerning the surrounding objects, it is clear that the probability for an object to be a car is higher when the object is on a road than on a boat, and the probability for a car to move when it is on a road is higher than when it is on a boat. However, there is no evidence that the surrounding elements highly influence the contents of s for the considered object.
Considering these arguments, we use the following approximation:
and consequently, we have the following important probability that a pixel belongs to the foreground, given a vector of scores s:
The probability P (O = o i | S = s ) that the real object class of p is o i , given the vector of scores s, is the i−th element of the vector softmax (s). Regarding the probability P (G = fg | O = o i ) that p belongs to the foreground, given that its real object class is o i , we have:
and both probabilities appearing at the right-hand side of Equation (13) can be estimated from a given video sequence γ provided with a motion ground-truth. For estimating the probability P (G = fg, O = o i ) that a pixel p in γ belongs to the foreground and the object class o i , we compute the ratio between the sum of the probabilities P (O = o i | S = s ) associated with the pixels belonging to the foreground according to the motion ground-truth and the number of pixels |γ| in γ. Thus, by denoting the Kronecker delta by δ, we have the following estimator:
For approximating the probability P (O = o i ) that a pixel p in the video sequence γ belongs to the object class o i , we compute the ratio between the sum of the probabilities P (O = o i | S = s ) of all pixels in the video sequence γ and the number of pixels |γ| in γ. Thus, we have the following estimator:
Applying the estimators given in Equations (14) and (15), on a given video sequence γ, should be well suited for a scene-specific background generation (i.e., a background generation dedicated to video sequences captured in conditions similar to the ones of γ). However, for a universal background generation (i.e., a background generation that should perform as best as possible when applied on any video sequence), these probabilities should be estimated on a large dataset of video sequences. In theory, this dataset should be representative of all the conditions in which a video sequence could be captured in the real-world. Although such a dataset does not exist in practice, one can combine the probabilities estimated on various video sequences from a given dataset Γ. If we consider that all the video sequences of Γ are equally important, we can estimate, for a given object class o i , the probability
by taking the mean of the scene-specific estimator given in Equation (14) (resp. Equation (15)) applied on each individual video sequence of Γ. Thus, by denoting the number of video sequences in the dataset Γ by |Γ|, we can define universal estimators as follows:
For the sake of simplifying the notations in the following text, the CV method used with scene-specific (resp. universal) estimators will be referred to as CV+S (resp. CV+U).
Motion Score Estimation from the Most Probable Object Class
For any pixel p, letô be the most probable object class. In other words,ô is the object class with the largest score in s:ô
and letÔ be a random variable whose possible outcomes are {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o N } such thatÔ = o i means that the most probable object classô of p is o i . In the most probable (MP) method, we made the strong assumption that the probability that p belongs to the foreground, given its corresponding vector of scores s, is equal to the same probability, given its most probable object classô, that is:
The probability P G = fg Ô = o i that p belongs to the foreground, given that its most probable object classô = o i , can be written as follows:
As for the CV method, detailed in Section 3.1, we provide scene-specific estimators for the probabilities appearing at the right-hand side of Equation (20) . Given a video sequence γ, we estimate the probability P G = fg,Ô = o i that a pixel p in γ belongs to the foreground and that its most probable object classô = o i , we compute the ratio between the number of pixels belonging to the foreground according to the motion ground-truth and whose most probable object classô = o i and the number of pixels |γ| in γ. Thus, by denoting the Kronecker delta by δ, we have the following scene-specific estimator:
For approximating the probability P Ô = o i that the most probable object classô of a pixel p in the video sequence γ is o i , we compute the ratio between the number of pixels whose most probable object classô = o i and the number of pixels |γ| in γ. Thus, we have the following scene-specific estimator:
When an object class o i is never the most probable object class in the whole video sequence γ, the probability P G = fg Ô = o i cannot be estimated. Therefore, we suggest setting it to the prior probability that a pixel belongs to the foreground in γ.
As for the CV method, if we consider that the video sequences issued from a dataset Γ are equally important, we can get universal estimators by computing the mean of the scene-specific estimators applied on each individual video sequence of Γ. Thus, by denoting the number of video sequences in the dataset Γ by |Γ|, we can define universal estimators as follows:
As for the scene-specific case, when an object class o i is never the most probable object class in the whole dataset Γ, we suggest setting P G = fg Ô = o i to the prior probability that a pixel belongs to the foreground in Γ.
For the sake of simplifying the notations in the following text, the MP method used with scene-specific (resp. universal) estimators will be referred to as MP+S (resp. MP+U).
Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental setup used for our experiments (described in Section 4.1). These experiments consist of showing how we applied the estimators discussed in the previous section on a given dataset of video sequences (see Section 4.2), comparing the CV and MP methods (see Section 4.3), assessing the performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic on a large dataset by highlighting its strengths and weaknesses (see Section 4.4), and study the stability of this performance by giving some hints on how to fine-tune the parameters for a specific video sequence (see Section 4.5).
Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup consists of 1 semantic segmentation algorithm, 3 datasets and 6 evaluation metrics. For the semantic segmentation, we use Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) [9] , a pyramidal algorithm whose implementation by its authors is publicly available (https://github. com/hszhao/PSPNet), along with a model trained on the ADE20K dataset (http://groups.csail.mit. edu/vision/datasets/ADE20K) [17, 18] to recognize 150 different objects. As is, the algorithm needs an input image whose dimensions are 473 × 473 and provides an output of the same dimensions. Consequently, our input images are resized to 473 × 473 using a Lanczos resampling (which is an arbitrary choice), and the outputs provided by the PSPNet are resized to the original dimensions using a nearest-neighbor interpolation to avoid the appearance of new values.
Regarding the datasets, we consider the following ones, whose main characteristics are summarized in Table 1: • SceneBackgroundModeling.NET (SBMnet; http://scenebackgroundmodeling.net) [3] : This gathers 79 video sequences composed of 6-9370 frames and whose dimensions vary from 240 × 240-800 × 600. They are scattered though 8 categories, a category being associated with a specific challenge: "Basic", "Intermittent Motion", "Clutter", "Jitter", "Illumination Changes", "Background Motion", "Very Long" and "Very Short". The ground-truth is provided for only 13 sequences distributed among the categories. For an evaluation using the complete dataset, one has to send its results on a web platform, which, in addition to computing the evaluation metrics, aims at maintaining a public ranking of background generation methods.
• Scene Background Initialization (SBI; http://sbmi2015.na.icar.cnr.it/SBIdataset.html) [19] : This gathers 14 video sequences made up of 6-740 frames and whose dimensions vary from 144 × 144-800 × 600. Unlike SBMnet, the sequences of SBI are all provided with a ground-truth background image. Note that 7 video sequences are common to SBI and SBMnet: "Board", "Candela_m1.10", "CaVignal", "Foliage", "HumanBody2", "People&Foliage" and "Toscana".
• SBI+SBMnet-GT: In order to get the largest dataset of video sequences provided with a ground-truth background image, we simultaneously consider the video sequences of SBMnet provided with the ground-truth and the ones of SBI (excluding "Board", whose ground-truth is available in both datasets). This special set of 26 video sequences (13 from SBMnet and 13 from SBI, with 6 that are also in SBMnet) will be referred to as the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset. Table 1 . Main characteristics of the datasets considered in our experimental setup. For each dataset (1st column), we provide the number of sequences (2nd column) and categories (3rd column) and the availability of ground-truth background images (4th column) and motion ground-truths (5th column).
The symbol "-" indicates that the given information is not relevant for our experiments. • Universal training dataset: To apply our universal estimators, we need a motion ground-truth indicating which pixels belong to the foreground. Even though motion ground-truths are not provided with datasets related to the background generation field, we managed to find motion annotations for some of the SBMnet and SBI video sequences. Several video sequences of SBMnet are available in other datasets, which are mostly associated with background subtraction challenges. Thus, we managed to gather motion ground-truths from the original datasets for 53 of 79 video sequences. Some of these motion ground-truths have been processed since frame reduction and/or cropping operations were applied on the SBMnet version of their corresponding video sequence. Note that a large majority of motion ground-truths is formatted according to the ChangeDetection.NET (CDnet) format [21, 22] . Specifically, in addition to being labeled as belonging either to the foreground or background, a pixel can be labeled as a shadow, impossible to classify or outside the region of interest. Concerning the SBI dataset, Wang et al. provided for all video sequences a motion ground-truth produced with a CNN-based semi-interactive method [20] . In addition to the 53 SBMnet video sequences for which we managed to find motion ground-truths, we consider only the 7 SBI video sequences that are not shared with SBMnet. This set of 60 (53 + 7) video sequences, along with their corresponding motion ground-truth will be referred to as the universal training dataset.
Dataset
To assess our results quantitatively, we consider the evaluation metrics suggested in [19] . The ones to be minimized (resp. maximized) are followed by the symbol ↓ (resp. ↑):
• Average gray-level error (AGE, ↓, ∈ [0, 255]): average of the absolute difference between the luminance values of an input and a ground-truth background image.
•
Percentage of error pixels (pEPs, ↓, in %): percentage of pixels whose absolute difference of luminance values between an input and a ground-truth background image is larger than 20.
Percentage of clustered error pixels (pCEPs, ↓, in %): percentage of error pixels whose 4-connected neighbors are also error pixels according to pEPs.
• Multi-scale structural similarity index (MS-SSIM, ↑, ∈ [−1, 1]) [23] : pyramidal version of the structural similarity index (SSIM), which measures the change of structural information for approximating the perceived distortion between an input and a ground-truth background image. The SSIM measure is based on the assumption that the human visual system is adapted to extract structural information from the viewing field [24] .
• Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR, ↑, in dB): it is defined by the following equation, with MSE being the mean squared error: PSNR = 10 log 10 255 2 MSE dB.
• Color image quality measure (CQM, ↑, in dB) [25] : combination of per-channel PSNRs computed on an approximated reversible RGB to YUV transformation.
Note that, since there is no evaluation methodology for assessing online background generation methods available in the literature, LaBGen-P-Semantic is always used in the offline mode in the following experiments.
Application of the Estimators
To leverage the PSPNet semantic segmentation algorithm in LaBGen-P-Semantic, we need to apply for each object class o i , with i = 1, 2, . . . , 150, the estimators described in Section 3.1 to obtain the probabilities P (G = fg | O = o i ) of the CV method and the estimators described in Section 3.2 to obtain the probabilities P G = fg Ô = o i of the MP method. Applying these estimators requires:
• A training video sequence provided with a motion ground-truth for the scene-specific estimators.
• A dataset of such video sequences, as large and representative of the real-world as possible, for the universal estimators.
•
The vector of scores returned by PSPNet for each pixel in the video sequences of the training dataset. The knowledge of the most probable object classes is sufficient for the MP estimators.
Consequently, our universal estimators are applied on the universal training dataset. In the implementation of those estimators, as the CDnet format provides more than just the background or foreground labels, we consider shadows as belonging to the background and ignore pixels impossible to classify or outside the region of interest. As an illustration of the result of universal estimations, Table 2 provides the probabilities P G = fg Ô = o i obtained by applying the MP universal estimators (see Equations (23) and (24)) on the universal training dataset. One can observe that, although most of the object classes that are most likely to belong to the foreground are not surprising (e.g., person; vehicles such as: airplane, boat, bus, car, minibike, truck, van, etc.), other ones are unexpected (e.g., toilet, tower, sculpture, etc.). This highlights the fact that the universal estimators compensate the classification errors made by PSPNet (which are unfortunately unquantifiable since no semantic ground-truth is available for the universal training dataset) for detecting motion on the video sequences of the universal training dataset.
Furthermore, one can observe that the probabilities associated with a few object classes are counter-intuitive or hard to determine. For example, some objects such as boxes or bicycles are, most of the time, observed motionless in the universal training dataset, but they could be in motion, as well. This is an intrinsic limitation of the probability estimation process depending on a dataset tailored for motion detection. Thus, even though the probabilities obtained from our estimators should be universal enough for the datasets of our experimental setup (see Section 4.1), they could be improved if they were estimated from a more accurate semantic segmentation algorithm on a larger dataset. Table 2 . Result of the MP universal estimators applied on the universal training dataset processed by PSPNet. For each object class o i , we give the name in the column "Object", the probability P G = fg Ô = o i in the column "P" and the number of pixels whose most probable object class is o i in the column "|p|". The probabilities of at least 0.5 are in bold. Note that, although we could apply scene-specific estimators on each individual video sequence of the universal training dataset, we applied them on the video sequences of the SBI dataset only, as explained in the next section.
Comparison of the CV and MP Methods with Universal and Scene-Specific Estimators
This section aims at comparing, in similar conditions, the CV and MP methods used with universal and scene-specific estimators (see Section 3), in order to know their characteristics. For this purpose, we consider SBI as it is the only dataset of our experimental setup (see Section 4.1) for which we have both a ground-truth background image and motion ground-truth for all the video sequences. Thus, after applying the scene-specific estimators on each individual SBI video sequence, we optimized the parameters of LaBGen-P-Semantic with the two methods and two estimators. Precisely, we obtained four optimal sets of parameters N and S by maximizing the CQM score averaged over the almost complete SBI dataset (putting apart the very short video sequence Toscana) for each combination of methods and estimators. The parameter values being explored to find the optimal sets are N = 1, 2, . . . , 50, ∞ (that determines the size of the window used for the spatial aggregation of the motion scores performed during the estimation step) and S = 1, 2, . . . , 201 (the number of pixel intensities selected in each pixel position during the selection step). Table 3 reports the average CQM scores reached by LaBGen-P-Semantic using the CV and MP methods used with universal and scene-specific estimators for each optimal set of parameters. One can observe that, regardless of the parameters N and S being considered, using scene-specific estimators always improves the average performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic. Moreover, regardless the estimator being used, the CV method slightly improves the average performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic compared to the one reached using the MP method, with a minimum (resp. maximum, mean) CQM increase of 0.0356 (resp. 1.3592, 0.5439) dB. This observation confirms the hypothesis made in Equation (19) . As a reminder, this hypothesis asserts that the probability that a pixel belongs to the foreground, given the most probable object class, is equal to the same probability, given a vector of scores. Thus, LaBGen-P-Semantic can rely on vectors of scores, as well as semantic segmentation maps for background generation (with, obviously, a preference for vectors of scores). More generally, if we denote by A 1 A 2 the fact that LaBGen-P-Semantic with a motion detection algorithm A 1 achieves a better average performance than with an algorithm A 2 , then we have, regardless of the set of parameters being considered: Table 3 . Average performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic, measured by the CQM, with CV+U, CV+S, MP+U and MP+S. Each column provides the best set of parameters N and S for a given combination of methods and estimators. For a given set of parameters, each row provides the average CQM score of a given method. The best average CQM score reached with a given set of parameters is in bold and with the CV (resp. MP) method is in blue (resp. red). Figure 5 provides some background images generated by LaBGen-P-Semantic for each combination of methods and estimators for some SBI sequences. One can observe that, given a category of estimators, the difference between the backgrounds generated when using the CV and MP methods is barely noticeable. In "Foliage", that is a video sequence in which parked cars are occluded by waving leaves, it is interesting to observe that the color of the leaves remains in front of the cars. Such a phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the probabilities P (G = fg | O = o i ) obtained with the universal estimators are larger when O = car than when O = plant. Thus, when observing the leaves, LaBGen-P-Semantic considers that there is less motion than when it observes the cars and selects the pixel intensities of the leaves. . Backgrounds generated by LaBGen-P-Semantic with N = 43 and S = 94 for the video sequences of the SBI dataset with CV+U (1st row), CV+S (2nd row), MP+U (3rd row) and MP+S (4th row). We provide generated backgrounds, along with the corresponding ground-truth (5th row), only for video sequences in which differences are noticeable. Figure 6 provides, for each video sequence of the SBI dataset, the probabilities P (G = fg | O = o i ) with O = car and O = plant obtained using the CV scene-specific estimators. The probabilities obtained with the universal estimators applied on the universal training dataset are given, as well. One can observe that, depending on the video sequence, the probabilities when O = car should be less or larger than when O = plant. The video sequence "Foliage" requires a probability P (G = fg | O = o i ) larger when O = plant than when O = car, which is not the case when the universal estimators are used. Although these observations reveal a current limitation of our universal estimators, resulting from the fact that the probabilities P (G = fg | O = o i ) are similar and static for any video sequence, we show in the next experiment that LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U and MP+U achieves a state-of-the-art performance on a large dataset. 
Best Parameter Sets
Average CQM ↑ CV+U CV+S MP+U MP+S N = 43 S = 94 N = 1 S = 42 N = 1 S = 48 N = 1 S = 54
Performance Evaluation
In order to perform a comprehensive evaluation of LaBGen-P-Semantic on a large dataset and compare its average performance to other background generation methods, we applied our method on the SBMnet dataset. As we do not have enough data to apply scene-specific estimators on all the sequences of this dataset (see Section 4.1), we assess LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U and MP+U only. For this purpose, we find the set of parameters N ∈ {1, 2 . . . , 50, ∞} and S ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 201} of LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U, which maximizes the CQM score averaged over the almost complete SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset (putting apart the very short video sequences). Using this dataset enables us to optimize the parameters of LaBGen-P-Semantic on the largest collection of video sequences for which ground-truth background images are available. It turns out that we obtained an average CQM score of 32.2311 dB with N = 3 and S = 90. Note that we reduce the parameter S to a specific parameter value S short = 4 for the very short sequences. Thus, we suggest the following default set of parameters for LaBGen-P-Semantic:
After applying LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U (resp. MP+U) and the default set of parameters on the complete SBMnet dataset (that shares, according to Table 1, 19 video sequences with SBI+SBMnet-GT), we submitted the results to the SBMnet web platform (http: //scenebackgroundmodeling.net) and got the results presented in Table 4 (resp. Table 5 ). Although the average ranking disagrees, the average ranking across categories considers that both evaluated methods improves the original LaBGen-P. If we take a look at the ranking per category in Table 6 , LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U (resp. MP+U) is ranked above LaBGen-P for 5 (resp. 4) categories over 8. With no surprise, LaBGen-P-Semantic becomes first in the "Intermittent Motion" category, the second method being RMR [32] with a rank of 3.67 (resp. 3.50) when the performance achieved with CV+U (resp. MP+U) is inserted. It is clear that leveraging semantic segmentation, which does not rely on temporal information, enables our method to improve the robustness against the inclusion of objects subject to intermittent motions in the background. Unlike traditional motion detection algorithms, the ones based on semantic segmentation are not sensible to bootstrapping and have no difficulty detecting a stopped object. Regarding the "Background Motion" category, LaBGen-P-Semantic becomes first, as well, thus preceding TMFG [30] , which has a rank of 2.50 when the performances of both methods are inserted. If we take the example of shimmering water, a motion detection based on semantic segmentation will have no difficulties detecting it as belonging to the background, while several traditional motion detection algorithms will produce many false motion positive classifications. Last, but not least, LaBGen-P-Semantic is also ranked first for the "Very Short" category, the second method being Photomontage [31] with a rank of 2.83. This can be explained by the fact that leveraging semantic segmentation improves motion detection when abrupt transitions occur in a video sequence. Note that Table 6 shows that the main weaknesses of LaBGen-P-Semantic are illumination changes and camera jitter. This is due to the fact that there is still no intrinsic mechanism in LaBGen-P-Semantic to handle such events. Those observations are confirmed by the CQM scores also reported in Table 6 . Finally, Figure 7 shows some SBMnet video sequences for which LaBGen-P-Semantic brought major improvements compared to LaBGen-P. Although those improvements are almost flawless, there are sometimes imperfections due to some limitations of the PSPNet algorithm that we observed during our experiments. First, obviously, this semantic segmentation algorithm cannot correctly segment objects that it never observed during its training. For instance, in "AVSS2007", even though the persons on the bench are perfectly removed by LaBGen-P-Semantic, the metro, which is an object unknown by PSPNet, is still there. Second, the PSPNet algorithm has some intrinsic difficulties in segmenting very small objects. In some sequences, pedestrians are depicted by a few pixels, which can be difficult to interpret, even for the human eye. In "boulevardJam", some pixel intensities depicting pedestrians are still present in the bottom-left corner of the generated background. Last, but not least, the PSPNet algorithm is not able to properly segment objects straddling the border of the image, such as a car leaving the scene. However, while leveraging semantic segmentation is not a perfect solution for background generation, our results show that we get state-of-the-art performances. Table 6 . Average ranking and CQM per category, reported on the SBMnet website, of LaBGen-P and LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U and MP+U. The best ranks and scores are indicated in bold, and the categories in which LaBGen-P-Semantic is ranked first on the SBMnet website are indicated in column "1st". The results were submitted 6 May 2018. Figure 7 . Visual results showing some major improvements brought by LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U and MP+U on some SBMnet video sequences. A random frame of the input video sequence along with the ground-truth (when available) are also provided.
Average

Performance Stability
For a user-specific video, there might be the need to fine-tune the parameters, subjectively, to produce the most suitable background image generated by LaBGen-P-Semantic. In such a situation, the default set of parameters given in Equation (27) might not suffice, and one could be interested in finding another set of parameters. In this section, we study the variation of performance with respect to the values given to our parameters. Following this study, we give some hints about the procedure to find new parameter values. Figure 8 shows the performance stability, measured by the CQM, of LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U on the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset. The parameters N and S vary around the default set of parameters proposed in Equation (27) (N = 3 and S = 90). Starting from the optimum, the average performance quickly decreases when the parameter N of the estimation step (see Section 2.2) drops. The case of N = 1, meaning that the size of the window used to aggregate motion scores is the smallest dimension of the input video sequence, is the worst regarding the associated CQM of 30.8 dB.
Furthermore, the average performance quickly decreases when N is increased from the optimum until N = 8. For N ∈ {9, 10, 11}, the average performance increases. Afterwards, that is for N ranging from 12 to infinity, the performance slowly decreases. Thus, in situations where the default value for N seems not to be suitable, one should try to start finding an appropriate N from a large value and decrease it progressively. Figure 8 . Average performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic with CV+U on the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset when the parameters N and S vary around the default set of parameters proposed in Equation (27) . The best average performance is indicated by a circle.
Regarding the parameter S of the selection step (see Section 2.3), the average performance remains stable for S ∈ {75, . . . , 94}. Outside this range, the average CQM score decreases faster when S tends to 1 than when it increases. The case of S = 1, meaning that a unique intensity is selected in each pixel location, is the worst given the associated CQM of 26.5 dB. Note that an inappropriate value of S is more penalizing than an inappropriate value of N . In conclusion, when the default value for S seems not to be appropriate, one should start by taking a large value of S and reduce it progressively, as we would do for finding N .
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented LaBGen-P-Semantic, a background generation method, based on LaBGen-P, leveraging semantic segmentation in its motion detection step. Moreover, we presented two intra-frame methods for estimating motion from a semantic segmentation algorithm: CV, which computes, for a given pixel, the probability of observing an object belonging to the foreground, given the associated vector of scores; and MP, which is based on the hypothesis that computing the same probability, given the associated most probable object class, is similar. Computing those probabilities requires prior knowledge, which can be automatically estimated from a video sequence, or a dataset of video sequences. This estimation is made either with scene-specific estimators, enabling one to detect motion in video sequences captured in conditions similar to the processed video sequence; or universal estimators, enabling one to detect motion as well as possible in any video sequence.
Our experiments showed that, although the average performance achieved by LaBGen-P-Semantic with the MP method is slightly below the one with the CV method, our hypothesis is correct regarding the small gap between both. Thus, one is able to apply LaBGen-P-Semantic from a complete vector of scores or from semantic segmentation maps. Furthermore, using scene-specific estimators improves the average performance of LaBGen-P-Semantic compared to using universal ones. This can be explained by the fact that considering that an object belongs to the foreground depends on the content of the video sequence being processed. For instance, cars parked in a parking lot should be considered motionless, while cars on a highway should be considered in motion. Such considerations cannot be handled by leveraging the semantic segmentation alone.
In further experiments, we also showed that when evaluated on the large SBMnet dataset, LaBGen-P-Semantic with both CV+U and MP+U significantly improves LaBGen-P in several categories. Specifically, LaBGen-P-Semantic is ranked first among all the methods submitted to the SBMnet web platform in the "Intermittent Motion", "Background Motion" and "Very Short" categories. Unlike traditional motion detection algorithms, leveraging semantic segmentation enables our method to avoid the inclusion of objects subject to intermittent motions in the background, the production of false motion positives due to a dynamic background and an inaccurate motion detection when abrupt transitions occur between consecutive frames. However, even though our results are not flawless in all categories, our first try at leveraging semantic segmentation for background generation confirms that using intra-frame motion detection is an appropriate choice for our method and paves the way for more methods based on semantic segmentation.
